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CONSCIOUSNESS AS A BLACK HOLE

1. Here it is appropriate to enumerate the Ontological Functions of the Consciousness, 

which are not identical to most of the known psychological functions of Consciousness. 

However, unlike the psychological functions, the Ontological functions of the 

Consciousness play a decisive Cosmological role for the evolution (or, rather, for the 

Involution) of the Universe and for the return back of the Universe by the sensory- energetic-

macroscopic realm into the Information quantum realm.

1) Similar to a Black Hole, the Consciousness swallows matter and energy, and radiates 

back Information

2) The Consciousness is an ontological mechanism for de-materialization and de-

temporalization: Consciousness dematerializes the body. 

Here it plays the role of a cosmological machine for re-transformation of the Macroscopic 

Present into Quantum Future. This re-transformation of the Present into the Future occurs 

as a transformation of the Present into Memory.

3) The transformation of the Actualistic Energy into Possibilistic Information occurs as 

a transformation of the Forgetting Fantasizing Energy into Remembering Form, or – briefly 
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– transformation of Time-Oblivion into Memory.

4) The transformation of the Macroscopic Present into Quantum Future has the 

following consequences: Transformation of the Actualistic Universe into Possibilistic 

Universe.

5) The transformation of Actualistic ontology into Possibilistic ontology is equal to 

Transformation of Asymmetry into Symmetry.

6) Symmetry is a logical equivalent of Objective Memory = Objective Memory= Omni-

Order = Omni-Arrangement = Chaos = Pseudo-Entropy = Quantum Future = Kingdom 

of Possibility = Objective Knowledge = Information. 

7) As a Black Hole, Consciousness curves time in perpendicular direction and forms 

Perpendicular Simultaneous Instantaneous Time.

8) By gathering together all Past, Present and Future, Consciousness performs 

Contraction of Time.

9) As “Time Contraction,” Consciousness verticalizes the Epochs.

2. We described the human organism as a system of two contrary ontological 

simultaneous movements: the Movement of “Materialization” and the movement of “De-

materialization.”

The act of transformation of Possibilistic Objective Knowledge into Actualistic 

Subjective Matter, which takes place as transformation of Possibilistic Quantum Future 

into Actualistic Macroscopic Present (insofar as the Possibilistic Quantum Future is the 

kingdom of Knowledge and the Actualistic Macroscopic Present is the kingdom of Matter), 

are responsible for the movement of “Materialization.”

That transformation of Quantum Future into Macro-present occurs as the notorious 

act of reduction of the Wave Function.

It is precisely that reduction of the Wave Function, which transforms the Wave Functions 

of Information into the Perception Functions of matter and the body, and these Perception 

Functions, in turn, build the Perception organs and the personal perception cell structures 

and organs of the body. 

The Force and the Impulse standing behind the above-mentioned movement of 

transformation of the Possibilistic future into Actualistic present, and performing the act 

of reduction of the Wave Function (and actually streaming from the Spirit – Matter) is the 

World Asymmetric Anti-gravity Force, which is realized subjectively as an act of Fantasy, 

and the analytically working Consecutive Temporal Intellect, and is objectively presented 

as an act of “Objective Chance-Fantasy.”

The reverse process of reverse Re-transformation of Actualistic Subjective Matter 

into Possibilistic Objective Knowledge is responsible for the reverse movement of de-

materialization, which occurs as reverse transformation of the Actualistic Macroscopic 

Present into Possibilistic Quantum Future.

This reverse re-transformation of the macroscopic Present into Quantum Future occurs 

as an act of “Restoration of the Wave Function.” The Restoration of the Wave Function 

is realized as re-transforming back of the Perception function of matter and body into a 

Wave Function of Information.

Consciousness is the organ, which performs this reverse process of “Dematerialization” 

of the body and Matter.

Precisely this process of “Restoration of the Wave Function”, by re-transforming back 

the Personal Perception Functions of the cell structures into Personal Wave Functions, 

presents the reverse process of transformation of the Perception Functions of matter and 

the body into the Wave Functions of Information and Objective Knowledge, which also 

represents the reverse world ontological movement of De-materialization . This process of 
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De-materialization at the level of the Body takes place visibly as a process of annihilation 

of the cell structures, and ostensibly appearing as “Diminishing” and “Disappearance” of 

the body, it actually presents the process of the Re-spiritualization of the Body. Because 

here this is not the case of a corporal degradation and simple material destruction of the 

body, it is merely a reverse movement of re-transforming back the Actualistic Energy of 

Matter into Possibilistic Energy (which is Dynamis) of Objective Knowledge and Objective 

Psyche. Precisely this process, ostensibly presented as a degradation, which appears like 

“disappearance,” and which – interpreted in material macroscopic terms – is perceived as 

“Annihilation” of body and matter – interpreted in microscopic-quantum terms – represents 

precisely the process of “re-spiritualization of the body.” We may also call it a process of 

“Quantum Re-information.” 

This is the possible explanation of phenomena like the Resurrection of Jesus Christ 

and other similar phenomena, where the macroscopic “diminishing” and “disappearance” 

of the body simply manifests the “Quantum re-possibilization and re-spiritualization” of 

Matter. Or, as we termed it already: “Quantum re-information.”

In this way, we can notice that while the process of “Materialization” of the body, which 

takes place as transformation of the Quantum Future into Macroscopic Present, is actually 

realized by the World Asymmetric Impulse, acting as an “Objective Chance-Fantasy” and 

that “Chance-Fantasy” actually performs the Reduction of the Wave Function. 

As we can see, the agent of “De-materialization of body and matter” is the Consciousness, 

and Consciousness is precisely the organ and the ontological subject, which by performing 

the act of “Restoration of the Wave Function,” can achieve the reverse transformation 

of the Macroscopic Present into Quantum Future, thus restoring back our Personal 

Perception Functions into our Personal Wave Functions, working in this way for our 

personal Immortality.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 




